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Workshop questions

25 mins
How to put forward uniformly accepted MASS definitions: new and old actors, their roles
(responsabilities and rights), functions (eg. lookout) and levels of automation? IMO and
other opportunities? What kind of definitions would support developing legislation?

General MURAL tips

What should be the relationship between international, district and national
legislation? Good examples of well working legislation that may contribute
testing or deployment of MASS?

Select Outline from the top menu to move
to each section of the board.
To move around the board, hold the
spacebar, click and drag.
Zoom in and out from your mouse or
trackpad or Cmd/Ctrl and + or - from your
keyboard.

New Unified
Requirements
to be
Write
here!
developed by
IACS

IALA considers VTS
as a AtoN. The role
and legislation of VTS
as such could be
specified formthe
purposes of
autonomous shipping.

The role of the
AI algorithms
developers and
how will this be
regulated

If automation is traditional
process-automation,
legistlation should allow
and control this. If
automation is AI,
legislation should focus
on it´s compentence, not
the process.

Role of
master

We need to agree
what we are
actually talking
about - what we
mean by autonomy
or MASS

Levels of
autonomy (note:
do not mix level
of autonomy and
level of manning)

this will be
dynamic as
technology
gets more
capable

Add sticky notes by right-clicking on the
canvas or select from the left-hand menu.

US Department
of Transport
Maritime
Administration
(MARAD)

ASTM
Committee
F25 on Ships
and Marine
Technology

Marine
Insurance
Companies

In practise, the
level of automation
can be differnt
between navgation
and engineering
side.

Definitions for
style of humansystem
interaction see
ISO TR 9241-810

How amalgamate
the IMOs terms and
definitions (on
MASS and other
related issues) with
e.g. ISOs
terminology?

Removal of
obsolete
and unused
regulations

Rights is
good, is it
within IMO?

How to develop accountability in legislation and company culture?

Write here!

Global
regulation
vs. regional
regulation

COLREG
update

need
definitions for
common
understanding

STCW for
technology
agents?

As in Q1, the AI
developer should
be accountable,
among other
parties, in the
legislation

Open discussion
between
companies and
authorities is
needed

Accountability is
probably divided
between different
actors, e.g. software
producers,
manufacturers etc.

Regional
regulation
for pilots

We need
global rules,
not regional

Regulations should be globally agreed
(IMO) first. Regional regulations or soft
law should either complement or be
secondary to IMOs legislation and
when there is IMO legislation in place
the regional should adhere to them.
However, considering that global (IMO)
regulations are distant, regional
inititives (EU, Baltic, other multilaterals)
have the opportunity to set the pace
and agenda on both soft law and
regulations which could later feed into
the global (IMO) soft law or
regulations.

<= This

<- Agree!

Free word - add anything useful, e.g. links, comments, images

Accountability
or liability

Amendment
for ISM code

Change of mindset:
a vessel is not a
tool to be
amortised, but a
service to be
continously
improved

Internationally
uniform
legislation.

Changing
company culture
takes long time.
Accountability is
part of
responsibility.

Local rules
should be
avoided. Only for
special purpose
ships like local
ferries.

Marine
Insurance
Companies

Do not buy
operating software,
but rent it. Could
allow faster
updates and
competition.

accountability
follows liability

The definition of a master has a long tradition and
involves a lot of legislation. The shipowner has
traditionally strict liability which covers a relatively
wide range of losses and accident types. Product
liability is a challenge for example in relation to
cyber security and connectivity required by
autonomous systems.

MASS should
be covered in
an
international
level

Finnish
Pilotage
Act

can STCW
cope? Is it's
approach
suitable?

Roundtable theme:
DEFINITIONS, ACCOUNTABILITY,
COMPANY CULTURE

"Virtual STCW-code"
to introduce option to
traditional STCW"
KUP-table regarding
MASS. "Competence"
should be required
from AI

National rules for trials
fosters detaiked rules
by Class, which both
provides experience
to further develop
international rules

Role of
remote
operator

need
relationships
as well as
roles

Edit sticky notes by double-clicking on
text. To duplicate click and hold the ALT
key.

Accountability includes rights and responsabilities.
Because of the accountability shift between human
actors and autonomous systems roles of new actors
(such as remote control and remote controller) and
changing roles of old actors (such as VTS) as well
as rights and responsabilities attached to these
roles needs to be clearly defined. It is needed to
specify which functions or subfunctions can be
performed by autonomous systems either wholly or
partly and how the decision making can be done.
Examples are remote control and supervision,
communications, navigation and maneuvering,
steering and propulsion.

include
remote
controler on
land under
STCW?

Application
of STCW?

IACS Rec 166 Recommendation
on Cyber
Resilience - Corr.1
July 2020

Shipping is
international
business and all
legislation must
have the
harmonized and
uniform base.

How to bring new
players (Elon Musk
style) into the
accountability
culture for common
goods like safety at
sea?

Continuous
retraining
like in
aviation?

Different kind of schemes of levels of automation
have been used for various purposes, such as IMO
regulatory scoping exercise or business needs.
Developing legislation requires consideration in
several perspectives.
Legislation is not always needed to enable
trustworthy automation but much can be done with
responsible organization culture where for example
safety and security, risk control is taken into
consideration by design during all process phases.

2 Summary
Roundtable Summary
Key insights and written summary

Different
views on
levels of
automation

Summary
This is a place for a written summary of the
roundtable results...

Global
regulation

Open discuss
on
accountability

Double click image
to enter next mural
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